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Abstract
& Key Message Tree-level forest inventory data are becoming increasingly available, which motivates the use of these data
for decision-making. However, airborne inventories carried out tree-by-tree typically include systematic errors, which
can propagate to objective function variables used to determine optimal forest management. Effects of under-detection
focused on the smallest trees on predicted immediate harvest profits and future expectation values were assessed assuming different sites and interest rates. Management decisions based on the erroneous information caused losses of 0–17% of
the total immediate and future expected income of Scots pine stands.
& Context Optimal decisions on how to manage forest stands can depend on the absence or presence of intermediate and
understory trees. Yet, these tree strata are likely prone to inventory errors.
& Aims The aim of this study is to examine implications of making stand management decisions based on data that include
systematic errors resembling those typically observed in airborne inventories carried out tree-by-tree.
& Methods Stand management instructions were developed based on theoretical diameter distribution functions simulated to have
different shape, scale, and frequency parameters corresponding to various degrees of under-detection focused on the smallest
trees. Immediate harvest income and future expectation value were derived based on various management alternatives simulated.
& Results Errors in diameter distributions affected the predicted harvest profits and future expectation values differently between
the simulated alternatives and depending on site type and interest rate assumptions. As a result, different alternatives were
considered as optimal management compared to the use of the error-free reference distributions. In particular, the use of no
management or most intensive management alternatives became preferred over alternatives with intermediate harvesting intensities. Certain harvesting types such as thinning from below became preferred more often than what was optimal. The errors did
not affect the selection of the management alternative in 71% of the simulations, whereas in the remaining proportion, relying on
the erroneous information would have caused losing 2%, on average, and 17% at maximum, of the total immediate and future
expected income.
& Conclusion The effects above might not have been discovered, if the results were validated for inventory totals instead of
separately considering the immediate and future income and losses produced by the erroneous decisions. It is recommended not
to separate but to integrate the inventory and planning systems for well-informed decisions.
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1 Introduction
In the Nordic countries, forestry decisions are most often
made by non-industrial private owners, who manage their
forests according to tactical management plans prepared to
meet the owners’ objectives at the forest holding level. If
economic objectives are included, those are usually met by
growing trees to be harvested as commercial timber assortments. Size, quality, and species determine the possibilities
of bucking tree stems into logs for sawing or pulpwood.
Even if harvesting and long-distance transport (based on
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mechanized cut-to-length methods) are usually carried out as
subcontracting, the owners who seldom are forestry professionals need instructions to schedule the harvests over rotation
periods to optimize income from wood production. The management practices should specifically be optimized for sawlog
production, because a cubic meter of sawlog is about three
times more valuable than a cubic meter of pulpwood (according to average stumpage prices paid in Finland in the beginning of 2019).
In Finland since around 2010, information on forest production possibilities for planning tasks described above has
been based on data acquired by means of remote sensing
(Maltamo and Packalen 2014). With slight variations in
sources and combinations of airborne and field data according
to the requirements of different planning systems (cf. Næsset
2014), similar inventories are proposed for planning forest
resources management also elsewhere in the northern boreal
forest zone (e.g., Bourgeois et al. 2018). Regardless of the data
source, the information is unlikely perfect in that it can contain
errors that distort the description of the current forest status,
resulting to suboptimal decisions. It is consequently informative for decision-makers to measure the utility of new data in
terms of the expected value of information (Kangas 2010;
Kangas et al. 2014) rather than or in addition to the statistical
accuracy of new data. For example, according to a metaanalysis of five studies (Kangas et al. 2018a), a unit increase
in the relative root mean squared error of total volume increased losses due to suboptimal decisions by 4.4 €/ha, on
average. Factors affecting optimal quality of inventory data
have further been addressed by Mäkinen et al. (2012),
Kangas et al. (2015), Eyvindson et al. (2017), and
Ruotsalainen et al. (2019).
Two ongoing trends in Finland, one related to the implementation of forest management and another one to the implementation of the management inventories, are likely to
have an effect on the value of information of remotely sensed
data for stand management decisions that has not been previously addressed. First, forest legislation and, consequently,
official management instructions were reformed in 2014 to
allow more flexibility in silvicultural practices. It is reasonable
to expect that an increasing number of forests will be managed
with practices other than conventional rotation forestry or
even-aged management, for various reasons described by
Nieminen et al. (2018) and Vauhkonen and Packalen (2019).
Especially, continuous cover forestry has been suggested to
produce more profits for forest owners with a high alternative
rate of return (Tahvonen 2009; Laiho et al. 2011; Pukkala
2016a) and higher levels of multiple ecosystem services
(Pukkala 2016b; Peura et al. 2018). Another recently adopted
direction is any-aged forestry (Pukkala et al. 2014a), in which
an explicit choice between management systems is not made.
It can be instructed using a set of functions that define the
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need, type, and intensity of a treatment; despite simplistic
formulation, the use of such functions was found to result in
equally good management schedules as optimization (Pukkala
2018).
Secondly, remotely sensed data can be segmented to small
computation units corresponding to tree groups or even individual trees (e.g., Koch et al. 2014; Lindberg and Holmgren
2017). Mäkinen et al. (2010) and Vastaranta et al. (2011) analyzed various error sources related to individual tree detection and delineation with respect to the accuracy of producing
stand variables for even-aged management decisions and
concluded that accurate tree detection was more important
than diameter and height estimation. However, neither
Mäkinen et al. (2010) nor Vastaranta et al. (2011) had observed tree data but used a Monte Carlo approach to simulate
the errors as a function of relative tree size. Other studies
indicate that the success of detecting trees with a given relative
size can vary depending on stand structure parameters such as
canopy cover, tree density, and spatial pattern (Falkowski et al.
2008; Larsen et al. 2011; Vauhkonen et al. 2012).
Furthermore, decision variables for optimizing even-aged
management, i.e., rotation lengths and thinning schedules,
are based on aggregate basal area, dominant height, and median tree diameter, and there is a probability for correct decisions even if these variables are erroneous (Kangas et al.
2011). On the other hand, the planning of continuous cover
forestry would require knowledge on the species and size of
small-sized understory trees occurring below the dominant
tree canopy, because the future stand development heavily
relies on those trees.
The study of Bergseng et al. (2015) appears to be the only
one to consider net present value losses due to incorrect management decisions based on actual tree detection data. Their
only decision variable was the timing of the final felling, on
which the decisions were made applying one interest rate
(3%). They found out that the use of observed diameter distributions reduced financial losses compared with the use of
diameter distributions modeled from mean tree variables;
however, distributions predicted by means of area-based
methods yielded less losses than those based on observing
individual trees. Bergseng et al. (2015) used tree-level growth
models and also Mäkinen et al. (2010) had found a tree-level
simulator to be more precise and less prone to errors than a
stand-level simulator, whereas the choice to use either tree- or
stand-level growth models did not become significant in the
meta-analysis of Kangas et al. (2018a). It can, however, be
questioned how well the earlier studies isolate the effects of
errors in input tree data vs. error sources and potential error
interactions originating from applying long growth modeling
chains. The studies mentioned above did not consider unevenaged management alternatives, whereas studies involving
tree-level operation models (individual tree selection in
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harvests that could result to uneven-aged stand structures as in
Pukkala and Miina 1998; Pukkala et al. 2015; Vauhkonen and
Pukkala 2016; Wing et al. 2019) did not consider the effects of
inventory errors on the tree selection.
Making forest management decisions in detailed spatial
scales is referred to as “precision forestry” (e.g., Giannetti
2017). However, combining visions of tree-level precision
forestry with the reality of tree data acquisition seems to produce an interesting dilemma. Making tree-level management
decisions could be motivated by avoiding the choice between
even- or uneven-aged management (cf. Vauhkonen and
Pukkala 2016), which is a constraint that never improves the
profitability of forest management (see also Haight and
Monserud 1990a,b). The increased availability of tree-level
forest inventory data seemingly supports the possibilities for
such decisions. Yet, there is a clearly identifiable knowledge
gap in how well remotely sensed data suffice for information
needs of uneven-aged management (see also Köhl and
Baldauf 2012). Based on earlier literature, individual tree detection can be expected to describe the dominant tree layer
accurately (Peuhkurinen et al. 2007; Vauhkonen et al. 2014),
but miss trees located in particular in intermediate and
understorey layers (e.g., Duncanson et al. 2014), resulting to
incorrectly predicted distributions of diameters (Peuhkurinen
et al. 2011; Vauhkonen and Mehtätalo 2015). The erroneous
information on the intermediate and understory strata can
propagate subsequent management decisions. It could be feasible for a forest owner to utilize understory trees as the next
tree generation for uneven- or any-aged forestry. Yet, missing
the information on the small trees could result to always proposing alternatives based on artificial regeneration and, consequently, even-aged management. Benefits from tree-level
inventories may therefore differ for timber cruisers and forest
owners and planning tasks requiring considerations of
uneven-aged management alternatives.
The aim of this study is to examine the implications of
making stand management decisions based on erroneous
inventory data. Growing stock underestimation that is typically reported as a result of airborne inventories carried out
tree-by-tree was under specific attention. The study was
carried out solely by means of simulations of theoretical
diameter distribution functions with different shape, scale,
and frequency parameters corresponding to various degrees
of under-detection focused on the smallest trees. Immediate
and future harvesting income was derived for the different
distributions based on simulated management. The management alternatives included typical even-aged practices, but
also thinnings from above that can be applied to, inter alia,
converting even-aged stands towards uneven-aged forest
structures. Only the first management action was simulated
with an aim not only to distinguish the effects of input data
from those originating along further modeling but also to
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consider the magnitudes by which different site types and
interest rates could affect the decisions in addition to tree
data.

2 Material and methods
2.1 Simulated diameter distributions
The simulations were based on altogether 40 stands located in
Eastern Finland and studied by Vauhkonen and Mehtätalo
(2015). Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) was considered to be
the only tree species, because also in the real world, ≥ 95% of
the total basal area of each stand was represented by this
species. The tree lists for the simulations can be reproduced
by running code prepare_data.R (Annex 1) that implements
the steps described below using the distribution parameters
provided as Annex 2 Table 1.
The diameter distributions of the stands were modeled
using the two-parameter form of the Weibull function.
Assuming the distributions to follow the Weibull functions
was motivated for this exercise, because their parameters can
be easily made available with codes producing the entire simulation (Annexes 1 and 2 Table 1; Vauhkonen 2019) for reproducibility and sensitivity analyses. Yet, the effects of different management should become clear enough even with
simple distribution forms. Four realizations of the diameter
distribution were simulated for each stand as follows:
&

&

&

Two-parameter Weibull functions with shape and scale
parameters resembling maximum likelihood fit of these
functions to the field-measured tree diameters were considered the reference distributions. The total absolute frequency of the distributions was scaled to correspond with
the number of field-measured trees.
Two-parameter Weibull functions with shape and scale
parameters resembling maximum likelihood fit of these
functions to tree diameters predicted as a result of treelevel interpretation of airborne laser scanning data were
considered typical error-distorted distributions obtainable
by remote sensing. The total absolute frequency of the
distributions was scaled to correspond with the number
of trees detected. In the tree detection and prediction chain,
detailed by Vauhkonen and Mehtätalo (2015), individual
trees were isolated combining an adaptive filtering of local
height maxima and watershed segmentation (Pitkänen
et al. 2004; Pitkänen 2005). Tree diameters were predicted
by a locally fitted model with maximum height and radius
of the tree segments as predictors.
Linear interpolation was applied to the above distribution parameters to generate a wider set of distributions
that varied in terms of the shape, scale, and frequency.
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The purpose of including distributions obtained by
means of linear interpolation was to describe an improved or decremented individual tree detection performance. The first case could reflect a higher success
rate of detecting trees due to improved algorithms (cf.
Kansanen et al. 2019) and the latter a lower rate due to
using poorer remote sensing material, for instance. As
illustrated in Fig. 1 (left), the interpolation was carried
out by using the reference distribution parameters as
origin and projecting the shape, scale, and frequency
values linearly from the origin toward the values of
these parameters that produced the error-distorted distribution of a stand. To obtain two realizations
representing a better and a worse fit of the distribution
than the typical error-distorted one, the vectors were
sampled for their midpoints and endpoint + midpoints,
respectively; i.e., the latter is an extrapolation of the
distribution parameters. Figure 1 (right) shows how
the simulated distributions compare with each other
in the case of an example stand.
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list of diameters. The parameters of the Näslund function were
based on fitting a fixed, population-level model to separate
data using the R-package lmfor (Mehtatalo 2017). The model
fitting data was the default dataset spati of lmfor that is from
another area located within a geographic distance of less than
100 km from the studied area.
Figure 2 presents a comparison of central statistics of the
forest data simulated. The Weibull scale, shape, and frequency
parameters of the erroneous distributions clearly diverted
away from the reference one. The basal area-weighted mean
diameter did not considerably differ from the 1:1 relationship
between the simulated distributions, corresponding to largest
diameters being typically observed in individual tree detection. The larger the basal area, the more it was underestimated
(cf. Vauhkonen and Mehtätalo 2015), while the systematic
error in dominant height largely came from underestimating
the number of trees. The realism of the assumptions made on
the simulated distributions is further explored below.

2.2 Simulated management practices

The continuous distribution functions were discretized to
obtain a set of tree diameters corresponding to the total number of trees in a hectare of forest as follows. The (relative)
quantile value of a distribution was examined in steps of
0.01, and the diameter values increasing the tree number by
at least a whole integer from the previous step were recorded
as the diameters of the stand. The tree lists were added with
tree heights by applying the Näslund height function to the full

Altogether seven different management alternatives based
on different rules for harvested tree selection (Pukkala
et al. 2015; Vauhkonen and Pukkala 2016) were simulated
for each tree list. In addition to simulating the management alternatives for the different forest structures of the
40 stands, it was assumed for each stand that (1) it was
located on one of three site fertility classes defined by
Cajander (1926); either on Vaccinium myrtillus (mesic),
Vaccinium vitis-idaea (sub-xeric), or Calluna (xeric) site

Fig. 1 The principle of linear interpolation applied to simulate
distributions with varying accuracy. Left: the shape, scale, and
frequency parameters of the distribution fitted with field data were
considered as the origin (o). A vector per each parameter was projected
from the origin towards the corresponding parameter values of
distributions fitted to data interpreted by individual tree detection (p).

Two additional sets of parameters were obtained by means of linear
interpolation: p1 as the midpoint between o and p and p2 as p + the
aforementioned midpoint. Right: an example of the obtained
distributions. The solid lines represent the distributions o (vertical lines)
and p. The dashed lines having a better and a worse fit with the discretized
reference distribution depict distributions p1 and p2, respectively
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Fig. 2 Central differences between the simulated distributions. Top row,
from left to right: the scale, shape, and frequency parameters of the
distributions, shown separately for the reference (distribution type 1)
and error-distorted distributions (2–4), of which distribution type 3 is
fitted to the individual tree detection data and the other two are obtained
by means of linear interpolation. Bottom row: predicted vs. reference

basal area-weighted mean tree diameter (left; unit cm); basal area (middle;
m2/ha); and dominant height (right; m). The filled circles indicate a comparison of the reference to the distributions fitted to the individual tree
detection data, and crosses to those simulated by means of linear interpolation (× and + correspond to the better and worse fit, respectively)

type; and (2) the decision-maker considered interest rates
from 2 to 5%. As illustrated using an example distribution
in Fig. 3, the site fertility and interest rate affected tree
selection rules in some harvesting alternatives and

therefore produced different distributions of the harvested
and remaining trees. Furthermore, the site type affected
the productivity of the remaining tree stock and the interest rate determined the alternative rate of return, which
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Fig. 3 Trees harvested vs. retained by different thinning alternatives
applied to an example diameter distribution. Text in the sub-figures indicates the type of thinning and interest rate (r) applied. Blue color indicates
trees that are removed from all tested site types. Green color indicates

trees that are additionally removed, if the site fertility is Vaccinium vitisidaea or poorer. Red color indicates trees that are additionally removed
from the poorest Calluna type

both affected the management decisions made on the
stands (see the next section). Figure 4 illustrates the harvesting intensity of all alternatives in the different sites
and according to different interest rates.
The stand management alternatives included no management, as it might be sensible to delay any management

action later in the rotation depending on the properties of
the tree stock and management objectives. In clear-cutting, the entire tree stock was final felled, leaving bare
land to be artificially regenerated. In addition, a thinning
from below and four alternative thinnings from above
were simulated as follows:
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Fig. 4 Harvesting intensity (ratio of harvested to total basal area) in the
different management alternatives, sorted in the figure according to
approximately increasing mean intensity. A number of symbols
corresponding to the number of site types × interest rates are drawn for
each alternative. Blue, green, and red boxes correspond to Vaccinium
myrtillus, Vaccinium vitis-idaea, and Calluna sites, and each site type is

&

&

&

&

Thinning from below: an optimal residual basal area according to stand parameters including site fertility and interest rate was first predicted using equation 2 of Pukkala
et al. (2015). Trees were removed starting from the smallest
tree and in an ascending order according to the diameter,
until the predicted residual basal area was met.
Thinning from above was predicted according to a similar
workflow as with the thinning from below, but the trees
were removed starting from the largest tree and in a descending order according to the diameter.
Adaptive thinning as defined by Vauhkonen and Pukkala
(2016) was obtained as a result of an algorithm that
changed tree status (harvest or retain) to produce a residual
stand where each remaining tree had a value growth percent larger than or equal to the alternative rate of return
(interest rate). The value growth prediction was based on
growth models of Pukkala et al. (2009) and timber price
and harvesting cost assumptions as presented below.
Diameter limit cutting was simulated as a thinning from
above a given diameter threshold, as motivated by
Pukkala et al. (2015) that such an alternative could produce a feasible result based on simple tree selection
criteria. Two alternative diameter limits were tested reasoning that it could be economically feasible to harvest
all trees the bucking of which produced one or more saw
logs. The threshold diameters of 18 cm or 22.5 cm were
thus selected as the minimum diameters that yielded at
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shown with interest rates that increase from 2 to 5% from left to right. The
x-axis label indicates either no management (No.mgmt), clear-cutting
(Clearcut), or the type of thinning, where Dlimit2 and Dlimit1 abbreviate
diameter limit cutting producing at least two and at least one sawlog,
respectively

least one or two sawlogs, respectively, according to predicted stem tapering and diameter-height relationship in
these data.
The simulations of management alternatives and extraction of required statistics for comparisons were done
by running an in-house Python 2.7 program that is available as an open source code (Vauhkonen 2019) and can be
used to replicate the stand-specific simulations with input
tree lists as produced according to the previous section.
The program processes the tree lists for computing the
aforementioned alternatives and reporting functions (see
below). Using the diameter and height, the total stem
and assortment volumes are based on taper curves
(Laasasenaho 1982) and a simple method mimicking stem
bucking into logs of saw timber and pulp wood. The
computations are based on the same rules for allowable
log lengths, minimum diameters, and price and cost
assumptions as determined by Vauhkonen and Pukkala
(2016) according to the specifications of roadsidetransactions carried out in the studied area.

2.3 Evaluation
The results of the treatments for the different forest structures
were evaluated in terms of two criteria: (1) the present value of
the harvested trees and (2) the soil expectation value (SEV)
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based on the remaining trees and the bare land. The immediate
harvest income and future SEV were summed together and the
management alternative that produced the largest total value
was considered to be the optimal management for the stand in
question. The dispersion of the selected alternatives was examined as a function of site fertility and interest rate for the
reference diameters, and as a function of the basal area underestimation of the erroneous distributions assuming the different site types and interest rates.
The present value of the harvested wood (€/ha) was
obtained as price × quantity of the obtained timber assortments minus estimated costs of cut-to-length-logging and
roadside-transportation of the trees marked to be harvested. The costs were estimated by modeling the time expenditure of these operations as a function of harvesting type
(clear-cutting vs. thinning) and the total removal using the
models of Rummukainen et al. (1995). The time expenditure was multiplied by the unit cost assumed for operating
a harvester and a forwarder in this area (cf. Vauhkonen
and Pukkala 2016).
The SEV was the present value (€/ha) of the costs and
revenues resulting from timber production in the remaining tree stock (or bare land in the case of clear-cutting),
when its management rotations are expected to continue
in perpetuity. The SEV was obtained using a model that
predicts the average value of a very high number of simulated rotations, in which the stand treatments were optimized for timber production with the given site fertility,
growing stock, and operational environment (temperature,
interest rates, and prices)-related parameters (Pukkala
2005). In the case of clear-cutting, the SEVs for the bare
land were computed assuming that the regeneration was
made preferring most suitable conifer species for each site
type, being Norway spruce for Vaccinium myrtillus sites
and Scots pine for less fertile sites.

3 Results
Even though the simulations were based on the simple
Weibull form of the diameter distribution, multiple interesting
results were produced, of which only a selection can be presented. Because of the aforementioned simple setup, it is not
seen worthwhile to make a detailed stand-level examination.
Instead, aggregated effects on the 40 simulated stands are
examined. The effects of interest rate and site fertility on stand
management decisions based on the reference distributions are
first detailed (Section 3.1) to provide a benchmark for a comparison of similar decisions based on the erroneous distributions (Section 3.2).
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3.1 Implications of interest rate and site fertility
on proposed management based on reference
distributions
Both the site fertility and interest rate clearly affected the optimal first decisions (Fig. 5, left column). Using an interest rate
of 2%, approximately half of the stands on the most fertile site
did not receive an immediate management action, this proportion reducing according to a decreasing site fertility. If immediate management was suggested, the most frequent management action proposed using the 2% interest rate was diameter
limit cutting of all stems that produced at least two sawlogs.
Using an interest rate of 3%, most of the stands were proposed
to be harvested and this proportion increased according to a
decreasing site fertility. The most frequent management action
with interest rates 3–5% was diameter limit cutting of all stems
that produced at least one sawlog (the most intensive thinning
alternative, cf. Fig. 4). Other management alternatives were
employed single or only a few times with interest rates 4–5%
and excluding the most fertile site type, in which more variety
was observed. Clear-cutting was the only alternative that never became selected. The effects described above are logical
and similar to those presented elsewhere. With low interest
rates, the future SEV based on the current tree stock was often
higher than immediate harvest income + future SEV of any
harvesting alternative, resulting to the no-management option.
The income obtained from management practices applied later
during the rotation resulted to higher net present values than
immediate management specifically assuming low interest
rates. With increasing interest rate, obtaining income earlier
in the rotation became more important and it increased the
proportion of forests harvested immediately. This happened
more frequently the coarser the site, as future SEVs became
lower in poorer sites due to lesser growth.
It is worthwhile to note that especially using high interest
rates, the management alternatives that produced the highest
sum (immediate harvest income + future SEV) frequently required thinning the stands either (1) to a residual basal area
that was below the legislative minimum (about 8 m2/ha in the
studied area) or (2) so lightly that the operation was not profitable. Occurrences of (1) were most typical to the diameter
limit cutting alternative that did not consider the residual basal
area and (2) also for some other thinning alternatives, if the
stand was already initially very sparsely populated. The results
were therefore alternatively produced by introducing legality
and profitability conditions, according to which the postthinning basal area had to exceed the legal limit and the net
income had to be positive, regardless of the effect these
choices had on immediate harvest income + future SEV. The
alternatives not meeting these conditions were simply ignored.
The resulting effects (Fig. 6) can be compared with the
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Fig. 5 Distribution of management alternatives that produced best
outcome (top row) and corresponding harvesting intensity (middle row)
according to immediate harvest income + future SEV (bottom row) based
on the reference (left column) and typical, error-distorted distribution. In
the top row, the legend indicates either no management (No.mgmt) or the
type of thinning, where Dlimit2 and Dlimit1 abbreviate diameter limit
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cutting producing at least two and at least one sawlog, respectively. The
clear-cutting alternative is not shown in the legend as it never became
selected. Blue, green, and red symbols correspond to Vaccinium myrtillus
(MT), Vaccinium vitis-idaea (VT), and Calluna (CT) site types. In the
bottom row, interest rates (r) 2–5% are shown by the corresponding
number
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Fig. 6 Results shown in Fig. 5 reproduced considering thinning alternatives that produced a post-harvest basal area exceeding the legal limit (8 m2/ha)
and positive net income from the harvesting operation when selecting the best alternative according to immediate harvest income + future SEV

unconstrained results (especially, the left column of Fig. 5 in
the case of the reference distributions). Introducing these

conditions notably increased the variation between management alternatives selected and, overall, reduced average
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harvesting intensities. The choice between no management
and management was approximately similar as above, but
diameter limit cutting was much less employed, because of
difficulties to meet the conditions. Interestingly, the use of
adaptive thinning became more frequent according to increasing interest rate; however, this alternative was replaced by
thinning from above with specified residual basal area requirement, more frequently the lower the site fertility. An almost
fixed proportion (six stands) was thinned from below independently of interest rate and site type. Clear-cutting was never
employed. Introducing these conditions reduced the sum of
immediate harvest income and future SEV slightly (cf. bottom
rows of Figs. 5 and 6).

3.2 Implications of erroneous diameter distributions
The right-hand columns of Figs. 5 and 6 present the corresponding results based on data from the typical, errordistorted distribution. When no legality and profitability
constraints were applied (Fig. 5), the set of management
alternatives considered included less distinct management
alternatives and the resulting harvesting intensities were
considerably averaged. The choice between no management and management did not change remarkably, but the
diameter limit cutting of trees that produced at least one
sawlog (the most intensive thinning alternative) was almost only management alternative employed. When the
legality and profitability conditions were applied on the
erroneous data (Fig. 6), the diameter limit cutting that
produced two logs was not employed and the total proportion of stands for diameter limit cutting was considerably reduced. An almost fixed proportion (twelve stands,
i.e., twice the amount of reference distributions) was suggested for thinning from below independently of interest
rate and site type. The other two types of distributions
simulated with varying data accuracy assumptions are
not shown, but they can be described to have suffered less
and more of the error types above according to less and
more severe displacement, respectively, compared with
the reference distribution.
The reason for the behavior described above can be
better understood by examining the immediate harvest
income and future SEV components separately, as done
in Figs. 7 and 8. Although the sum of immediate harvesting income + future SEV is typically underestimated as
illustrated in the bottom rows of Figs. 5 and 6, it is seemingly done the same way between the management alternatives and without a considerable effect of data accuracy
(the right-hand column of Fig. 7). However, these components are differently estimated and either the immediate
income or future SEV is overweighted in the sum to a
degree that varies between the management alternatives.
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When the immediate harvest income and future SEV were
estimated independently, as in the case of clear-cutting
and no management, respectively, the underestimation of
the growing stock had a linear effect on these values
(Fig. 8a). In all other management alternatives, these
values depended on both the harvested and retained tree
stock and, consequently, estimation of both the stocks that
was done in varying accuracy between the management
alternatives (Fig. 8). For instance, when the harvestable
tree size and, consequently, the immediate harvesting income by the thinning from below alternative were
overestimated as shown in Figs. 7 and 8, this management
alternative became selected as optimal management twice
more often than in the error-free data (compare the leftand right-hand side of Fig. 6).
Following the management recommendations based on erroneous inventory data could result to losses that can be approximated as the difference between the selected and optimal
alternative according to the reference data. The use of the
erroneous data did not cause such losses in altogether 71%
of observations of the present data; i.e., the management decision was the same even with lower quality data, and not
much affected by data quality. However, in cases where losses
occurred, the losses attributed to 2.1% of total predicted harvest income + future SEV, on average, and about 17% at
maximum, compared with the optimal choice with the reference data. Figure 9 further illustrates the distribution of relative losses > 0 €/ha.
Based on simulations with the reference data, it was known
that certain alternatives never became selected with certain
combinations of site type and interest rate (cf. Fig. 5).
Prohibiting simulations of these alternatives also with the predicted data reduced the mean and maximum relative losses to
1.8% and about 13%, respectively. Although the loss reduction due to introducing this condition is minor, on average,
Fig. 9 indicates that the reduction was most often focused on
stands that had the highest relative losses. Other types of similar criteria could possibly be derived by considering the feasibility of the alternatives simulated on remotely sensed data
according to general knowledge of the simulation logic or
decision rules developed in external data.

4 Discussion
Errors in diameter distributions distorted the predictions of
both the harvest income and future SEV differently between
simulated alternatives, which changed the frequencies the alternatives were considered as optimal management compared
with the use of the error-free reference distributions. This bias
could not be expected, if only the sums of immediate harvest
income and future SEV were compared. These findings are
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R Fig. 7

Differences from reference to error-distorted distributions in immediate harvest income (“Inc”; left column), future SEV (“SEV”; middle), and the sum of these components (“Total”; right), when predicted
based on trees harvested vs. retained according to different management
alternatives. The top row (a) shows the immediate income due to clearcutting, the SEVof no management, and the clear-cutting value + the bare
land expectation value, whereas the other rows show these values from
single management alternative at a time, being thinning from below (b),
thinning from above (c), adaptive thinning (d), and diameter limit cutting
producing at least two (e) or at least one sawlog (f). Dark gray filling
depicts the typical, error-distorted distribution, while effects due to data
accuracy simulated by means of linear interpolation are illustrated using
other shades of gray

further discussed from the points of view of realism of the
assumptions made, differences between the management alternatives, and practical considerations that should be made
due to these results.
When designing the simulations, the tree detection was
assumed to be the dominating error source (cf. Vastaranta
et al. 2011) and the theoretical Weibull distribution forms
were assumed to be adequate in describing the variations
of the diameter distributions. As reasoned by Čugunovs
et al. (2017), for example, the values of the shape and
scale parameters of the two-parameter Weibull distributions can quantify differences between forest structures.
When the parameters of both the reference and errordistorted distributions were based on the Weibull distributions studied by Vauhkonen and Mehtätalo (2015), the
present results should correctly reflect the performance
of the individual tree detection and consequent error propagation in similar forest structures (pure Scots pine stands
in Eastern Finland). The distributions simulated for the
lower performance by extrapolating are admittedly very
poor for some plots and unlikely to be realistic.
However, also these figures were useful for assessing
the degree of error propagation to decisions caused by
severely incorrect inventory data vs. other factors.
Interested readers can change assumptions related to input
data and, for instance, select the evaluation criteria differently, because the codes producing the management simulations are given as supplementary data.
Many additional sources of errors affecting the inventory data could be considered. For instance, the ability to
predict tree height was not assumed to vary between distributions. However, different data sources could underestimate the number of trees similarly but differ in terms of
predicting tree height or other attributes. If pure, singlespecies stands were not assumed, predicting tree species
incorrectly could produce significant degrees of errors,
because the assortments of different species have
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considerably different properties and therefore different
prices. Also, although site type was considered in the
analyses, it was assumed not to include errors. It is usually assumed to be accurate when obtained from existing
inventory data (Maltamo and Packalen 2014) and errors in
site type were recently found to cause much less severe
economic losses than those related to tree species proportions (Haara et al. 2019). Simulations of errors in all attributes would require a considerably more complex simulation approach. For instance, if tree species was
interpreted incorrectly, it could affect the features used
to predict allometric relationships and depend on trees
surrounding the tree in question, for which reason the
simulations should consider interactions between species
and other attributes.
Simulating only the first management action and not
including a long chain of simulation and optimization
steps were expected to isolate the effects of input data
from those related to other steps of the modeling chain.
Also, the latest studies by Pukkala (2018) indicate that
instructing any-aged forest management can be done
quasi-optimally by modeling the immediate need for silvicultural treatment. The first management decision largely affects the production potential also further in the rotation, but because the entire rotations were not simulated,
the management actions were consequently not optimized
for longer time spans. Instead, the best management alternatives were selected according to immediate harvesting
income + the predicted SEV of future rotations simulated
to continue in perpetuity, starting from either the residual
stand or bare land. Never selecting clear-cutting as an
optimal management action may result from predicted
bare land SEVs being very small (the smaller, the higher
the interest rate). Yet, this is a logical outcome, because
an artificial regeneration after a clear-cut introduces large
costs at the beginning of a rotation and makes alternatives
utilizing natural regeneration more profitable (e.g.,
Pukkala 2016a; Pukkala 2018).
The future SEVs were predicted by models of Pukkala
(2005) that are usually applied to cover net income from
later rotation after first few planning steps simulated in
more detail (e.g., Pukkala et al. 2014a; Pukkala 2016a).
Although applying the model immediately after the first
management decision should not affect the comparisons, a
few remarks on the SEVs predicted for the residual stands
should be made. The model fitting data of Pukkala (2005)
might not cover post-harvest stand structures like those
resulting from unconstrained diameter limit cuttings of
this study. The accuracy of the SEV predictions for those
alternatives could thus be questioned, for which reason
the focus should be on the data simulated by applying
the legality and profitability conditions. Additionally,
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Fig. 8 Differences from reference to error-distorted distributions in
immediate harvest income (x-axes) vs. future SEV (y-axes). For the
interpretation of sub-figure labels a–f, see the caption of Fig. 7. The
filled circles indicate a comparison of the reference to the distributions fitted to the individual tree detection data, and crosses to those
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simulated by means of linear interpolation (× and + correspond to
the better and worse fit, respectively). All considered site types and
interest rates are shown, but differentiating among them is not seen
necessary
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Fig. 9 Frequency of relative losses (difference between the selected and
optimal alternative/total immediate harvest income and future SEVof the
optimal alternative) in the studied data. Proportions of bars colored by
gray indicate losses that can be avoided by prohibiting simulations of
such management alternatives that were never selected based on management instructions simulated with the reference data

although the simulations of Pukkala (2005) used stumpage prices excluding harvesting and transportation costs,
the models were applied using roadside prices. The immediate harvesting income was computed by deducting
estimated costs from the timber value, and because the
proportion of costs depended on the size and total amount
of the harvested trees, it was specific to each stand and
each management alternative, and reconciling the prices
between simulation steps was not straightforward. When
the stumpage and roadside prices mainly differ for pulpwood, the discovered inconsistency was not expected to
be remarkable. A separate test indicated that accounting
for this difference would drop the absolute values of the
future SEV predictions of all residual stands by a factor,
which however was smaller than the difference to the bare
land SEV that would make the clear-cutting option feasible (cf. previous paragraph).
The SEV prediction models by Pukkala (2005) do not
assume a certain (fixed) management regime for the future. If the purpose was to instruct a continuation of
uneven-aged forestry repeatedly for a long time, even
more severe implications due to inventory errors than presented here could be obtained. That is because errors in
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individual tree detection may present the forests as adequately sparse and exaggerate the potential for natural
regeneration, as forestry dynamics models fitted with
error-free data predict more in-growth for sparse stands
(Eerikäinen et al. 2007). Incorrect stand density will also
affect natural mortality and growth and yield predictions
(cf. Kangas 1998). If an optimization was included, systematic errors in data would show as an optimization bias:
in addition to maximizing objective function, also the
overestimate in the target variables would be maximized,
giving more emphases to management alternatives with
the highest systematic errors. Yet, in an operational reality, the planning of long-term management would be
based on projections re-computed occasionally.
Based on current results, it was important to consider
the operational environment in which the inventory was
operated. Here, legal constraints, profitability of harvesting, site type, and interest rate jointly affected the selection of a feasible management. The mechanism by which
the interest rate affected the results was via different management intensity applied to stands with different structures. In other studies, the interest rate has been found to
affect the optimal data accuracy (Kangas et al. 2015) depending on risk aversion of a decision-maker (Eyvindson
et al. 2017). Because of interactions between inventory
data and external factors that constrain the feasible set
of management actions, it is recommended not to separate
but to integrate the inventory and planning systems for
well-informed decisions. Except for taking this nature of
information into account, an example of how to utilize
knowledge from both planning and inventory systems is
given in the last paragraph of Section 3.2. Taken together
with experiences obtained here, the suggestion by Pascual
et al. (2013) to more tightly integrate expert opinion in
remote sensing studies is advisable, and even more intuitive in studies considering decision support based on
functions involving expert judgment (see also Kangas
et al. 2018b).
It seems to be well-reasoned to simulate only simple
management actions, when data accuracy is in question.
In the present case, a few alternatives corresponded to
thinning from above but based on different selections of
harvested and retained trees. The difference between these
alternatives in terms of immediate harvesting profit + future SEV was however much smaller compared with thinning from below and clear-cutting. It thus appears reasonable to differentiate between these main harvesting types
in the tactical planning and leave more delicate decisions
to operational planning. It was initially assumed that diameter limit cutting could be a feasible simulation method
under low data accuracy, because it did not involve many
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decision variables. In contrast, simulating diameter limit
cutting on erroneous tree data considerably distorted estimates of both harvested trees and the residual stand. The
simulations did not consider realistic harvest
implementations; in practice, however, trees cannot be
removed sequentially according to the diameter due to
requirements to open trails for the harvesting machinery,
for example, which can affect the results.
One could attempt to improve the quality of the diameter distribution predictions. However, although it is acknowledged that many methods exist for compensating
for the stem number left undetected, not as many methods
extend the correction to cover frequencies of the diameter
distribution (but see Vauhkonen and Mehtätalo 2015;
Kansanen et al. 2019). On the other hand, it could be
possible to accept the errors and not to aim for a high
overall accuracy, but to develop prediction methods to
optimally respond to management questions at hand, as
also suggested by Mauro Gutiérrez et al. (2019). In that
case, a forest manager primarily looking for stands most
in need of treatment could desire different proportions of
stands estimated accurately than one seeking for accurate
total growing stock estimation. Individual tree detection
results have been combined with diameter distributions
predicted using area-based methods that optimize the selection of a cutting point between two sources of distributions (Xu et al. 2014; Hou et al. 2016). Although not
tested for forest planning computations, it could be more
feasible than improving the predictions to employ different cutting points according to the needs of forest managers according to the reasoning above.
There has been a growing interest to use spatial optimization to generate dynamic treatment stands from small
inventory units (Pukkala et al. 2014b; Pascual Arranz
2018). The results above could be timely, because similar
methods are also likely to be applied at the level of individual tree segments. Earlier tree-level harvest planning
models (Pukkala and Miina 1998; Pukkala et al. 2015;
Vauhkonen and Pukkala 2016) can be run on spatially
explicit tree data produced by remote sensing that is already done by Wing et al. (2019). Making spatially explicit selection of trees harvested and retained can produce
feasible results in sparse stands and among discernible
trees (as in Wing et al. 2019). Based on the results above,
considerable challenges are foreseen, if the tree-level
planning requires information also on below-dominant
trees and that information is obtained from the remotely
sensed data. In that case, a forest manager should recognize that a tree or tree group might or might not exist in
the data and it might be of different size and species than
predicted. If management objectives require optimizing
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the composition of understory trees, such methods that
allow associating the trees with probabilities that they
exist and are of the indicated species and size should be
used. If these projections are extended longer in the future, also the uncertainties should be projected, which is
seen as challenging.

5 Conclusion
Making tree-level management decisions is motivated as treelevel forest inventory data become increasingly available.
However, airborne inventories carried out tree-by-tree typically include systematic errors, which can propagate subsequent
management decisions. According to simulations of underdetection focused on the smallest trees, errors in diameter
distributions affected the predicted, immediate harvest profits
and future expectation values differently between the simulated alternatives and depending on site type and interest rate
assumptions. As a result, different harvesting types and management intensities were proposed compared with the use of
the error-free reference distributions. Management decisions
based on the erroneous information caused losses of 0–17% of
the total immediate and future income. These effects might not
have been discovered, if the results were validated for inventory totals instead of separately considering the immediate and
future income and losses produced by the erroneous decisions.
It is recommended not to separate but to integrate the inventory and planning systems for well-informed decisions.
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Annex 1
R-code prepare_data.R generates the input tree lists of the
study according to Section 2.1 using the distribution parameters provided as Annex 2 Table 1
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#prepare_data.R
# Assume that input distribution parameters (table Annex 2) are in dataframe called
# data. The different parameters are picked up and re-arranged to new data frames:
n <- data[,c(1:3)] # Stem number
shape <- data[,c(1,4,5)] # Weibull shape
scale <- data[,c(1,6,7)] # Weibull scale
# The code below prepares separate files for tree and plot data. The plot data are
only the plot id's added with site type and temperature sum. An example of that
information is given below: (CT = Calluna site and 1100 is temp.sum in degree days)
plotrow <- "CT,1100"
# Fit height curve with lmfor (its spati dataset) - note this library is needed!
lmfor.available <- require(lmfor)
if (lmfor.available) {
data(spati)
naslund.model <- nls(h~HDnaslund(d,a,b), data=spati, start=list(a=1,b=1))
naslund.a <- coef(naslund.model)[1]; naslund.b <- coef(naslund.model)[2]
}
# A helpful function used later in the processing to format the tree list
helpf <- function(i) {
paste(i[1], which(i[2]==unique(treelist[,2])), i[3], sep="")
}
# Loop through all plots;
# Note: the following code is not documented in detail, but it is assumed that
# required information can be obtained by running the code line by line and
# examining the results
for (ithplot in 1:dim(n)[1]) {
# First, produce vectors of distr.params used for generating tree lists.
# Vectors simulsh (shape), simulsc (scale), simuln (number of trees)
# will include four distinct parameter values (true, lin.int1, itd, lin.int2)
# where lin.int denotes results by linear interpolation. Additional vectors
# simulmethod and simulcase provide labels that can be used for identification.
simulmethod <- "true"
simulcase <- 1
simulsh <- shape[ithplot,2] # true values
simulsc <- scale[ithplot,2]
simuln <- n[ithplot,2]
# Produce extended set of distribution parameters by means of lin.int.
simulmethod <- c(simulmethod, rep(names(n)[3],len=4)[-1] )
simulcase <- c(simulcase, seq(1,4, len=4)[-1])
simulsh <- c(simulsh, seq(shape[ithplot,2],shape[ithplot,3] + (shape[ithplot,3]shape[ithplot,2])/2, len=4)[-1])
simulsc <- c(simulsc, seq(scale[ithplot,2],scale[ithplot,3] + (scale[ithplot,3]scale[ithplot,2])/2, len=4)[-1])
simuln <- c(simuln, seq(n[ithplot,2],n[ithplot,3] + (n[ithplot,3]n[ithplot,2])/2, len=4)[-1])
#
#
#
#
#

NB: The linear interpolation method above can produce negative parameter values.
Currently it happens rarely and only with the lowest accuracy (extrapolation for
forests where ITD distributions are already far apart from field reference ones).
The following conditions are to eliminate this problem - as a result, the
negative parameter values are set back to those corresponding the ITD values.
simulsh[which(simuln<0)] <- shape[ithplot,3]
simulsc[which(simuln<0)] <- scale[ithplot,3]
simuln[which(simuln<0)] <- n[ithplot,3]
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# Discretize continuous distribution functions and complete tree lists
for (ithcase in 1:length(simulcase)) {
treed.list <- c()
ntree <- 1
dperc <- 0
while(ntree < simuln[ithcase] ) {
dperc <- dperc+0.01
pweib <- pweibull(dperc, simulsh[ithcase], simulsc[ithcase]) *
simuln[ithcase]
if (pweib > ntree) {
treed.list <- c(treed.list, rep(dperc, ceiling(pweib-ntree)))
ntree <- ntree + ceiling(pweib-ntree)
}
}
if (ithcase==1) {
treelist <- cbind(n[ithplot,1], simulmethod[ithcase], simulcase[ithcase],
round(treed.list,2))
} else {
treelist <- rbind(treelist, cbind(n[ithplot,1], simulmethod[ithcase],
simulcase[ithcase], round(treed.list,2)) )
}
}
if (lmfor.available) {
treelist <- cbind(treelist, round(HDnaslund( as.numeric(treelist[,4]) ,
naslund.a, naslund.b),2) )
} else {
break # cannot complete the tree list (tree heights) without lmfor package
}
treelist.final <- cbind(apply(treelist,1,helpf), seq(1:dim(treelist)[1]),
rep(1,dim(treelist)[1]), treelist[,4], treelist[,5])
# Consider only diameters >= 5 cm, because growth model is formulated this way
treelist.final <- treelist.final[which(as.numeric(treelist.final[,4])>=5),]
simplotnums <- unique(treelist.final[,1])
for (i in 1:length(simplotnums)) {
cur <- paste(simplotnums[i], plotrow, sep=",")
if (i==1) {
plotrows <- cur
} else {
plotrows <- rbind(plotrows, cur)
}
}
# Write output files (assume directory simul_plots exists)
outfile <- paste("simul_plots/", n[ithplot,1], sep="")
outfile1 <- paste(outfile, "_tree.csv", sep="")
write.table(treelist.final, outfile1, sep=",", quote=F, row.names=F, col.names=F)
outfile2 <- paste(outfile, "_plot.csv", sep="")
write.table(plotrows, outfile2, sep=",", quote=F, row.names=F, col.names=F)
}
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Annex 2
Table 1 Input distribution parameters: plot identifier, number of trees/
ha (frequencies; n), and Weibull shape and scale parameters. Suffix field
indicates the number of trees and Weibull distribution parameter fitted to

the field measurements, whereas itd indicates the corresponding values
resulting from a modeling chain based on individual tree detection from
airborne laser scanning data (Vauhkonen and Mehtätalo 2015)

Plot

n.field

n.itd

shape.field

shape.itd

scale.field

scale.itd

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

850
1100
900
550
2225
1625
1525
1925
1125
2025
1375
1625
1050
1050
550
850
875

625
725
575
375
1325
900
925
1325
450
1125
950
725
675
675
525
700
700

3.5719524295879
2.75836464451599
2.21360095951749
2.55533113272705
3.56465818311216
2.32207649849157
2.44019393523567
3.25916122115109
2.15250614473124
3.77164564178171
3.78208880525351
1.93179144758497
2.75281818622303
2.50786490937135
5.70103859461575
3.8522278369368
3.87974080565483

10.9109790130696
10.2090270605235
8.17636582321204
10.3243590821458
5.39983146935897
5.67111179953996
4.63015149559959
7.00124805858673
4.79228797085343
7.09580186674647
6.29869277414385
6.20372963696403
4.40267568871005
5.5595345272454
8.90793269252555
7.58884875901996
7.4419152073873

19.4128777125947
18.400938772738
19.7047696848036
25.0550484359941
12.7802549052165
14.8691150243334
11.8961941105284
15.0390923376501
18.4325333652069
15.0765991273711
16.1214386465789
15.2039811908027
13.8223486847285
13.8024227433264
17.8081412511655
19.0595949180265
19.4406618111844

21.7471152382655
22.398321724941
24.8819473841455
30.3379293001165
15.502862425551
19.0035166131787
14.3211479106969
17.232859184033
24.8589648133908
18.3538608059218
16.774037784593
20.4747472423109
16.0710106779134
16.1220728949167
16.1593789250427
18.283693598239
19.6704664521616

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

1150
2125
1775
1425
850
625
1875
400
575
1800
2250
2125
900
1050
2025
975
575
800

650
800
700
650
475
450
450
350
450
975
1250
1025
800
750
925
625
500
550

2.89840848401535
1.56883124621479
1.75760959323564
1.3175061743845
1.89929742342348
2.00288330571137
0.936636502389181
4.49971474692737
2.27414147441238
3.32501484118391
3.35899257293905
2.53100119759229
4.4945381164676
3.22069457090112
2.12237878617773
2.34000299565324
3.88881541082774
2.50817517938895

10.3429132643046
4.29724667031254
3.96774719047321
10.0182591692838
6.03437140161046
4.20690907197122
6.48507517098476
6.11779645502338
4.75262014921947
6.2254885488251
5.5102330430974
6.21656117992352
6.5952195459202
8.65529561769681
4.2813311667986
5.46362270402606
5.95759173494259
5.61190754685947

15.7550420374084
11.6326327778733
11.8296837233835
15.50716239144
18.3750343423837
18.7731786856594
8.46144986027225
23.347866480809
16.7410971290458
15.9177394379845
14.2967232702083
12.9384871284779
17.2580823636728
14.6722951849732
11.3729554101231
17.5487670072524
25.2752878533956
20.4608901698771

18.2167695218761
17.0989618274552
16.5493465205612
25.4084518273024
25.0888984360887
22.6679380849074
25.9752533353158
24.6495225066384
16.1356473371122
18.3785669742529
17.1865714720803
16.8448024371889
17.1474881818816
16.3509975025995
14.8021948848024
20.6797432365987
24.5844489987519
24.9323633132505

36
37
38
39
40

575
875
450
825
1700

425
675
425
675
1075

3.24963390281566
2.61443166052549
4.48720695765417
3.69474607340216
3.06256780762379

8.38864551103624
8.02562717318443
5.20441285123831
9.2986735665964
5.49310612218173

23.3628747486636
20.278351066382
26.8461250285707
21.1255343891463
11.7262266937824

25.7377522919541
22.6385728462688
26.0103018389265
22.18456333395
12.9957686160546
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